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Tuesday 18th May

LLOYD MARTIN HOUSE SOLD FOR 
$9MIL
The home of the late Lloyd Martin, former general manager of the Sydney Opera House (1979-1997), and his wife, 
Alexandra, lived in for 25 years has sold for $9 million.
The property, in the prestigious Sydney suburb of Vaucluse, includes outdoor entertaining terraces, landscaped gardens 
and romantic courtyards, glass mosaic tiled pool, and postcard views of Sydney Harbour and the iconic Opera House 
and Bridge.

“It simply doesn’t get any better than this. The views from this part of 
Sydney are iconic,” says agent Gavin Rubinstein.

The three level house features five bedrooms, formal entry with sweeping spiral staircase, banquet sized formal dining 
room with an open fireplace, enormous formal living room, open plan family areas, European kitchen with walk in 
pantry, guest powder room, double garage and parking for six further cars, palatial master retreat with private balcony, 
study, self contained guest suite, and wine cellar.

Rubinstein says, “The couple built the home so he could keep an eye on 
work from his own living room.”
For further information, find it on www.thehomepage.com.au



CUSTOMER SERVICE 
EXCELLENCE 
Your customer service is rated 10 out of 10 by 
your customers and celebrated by your peers.
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From: Ben Koes  
Sent: Wednesday, 8 January 2014 12:59 PM 
To: Gavin Rubinstein 
Subject: Re: Video Update - Happy New Year From Gavin Rubinstein 

Happy New Year Gavin!!  

Well done mate, these are great testimonies. You should get one from buyers also how you never give 
up in following them up. As overseas buyers it’s very difficult for us to inspect and buy what we like 
but you made it possible by fitting into our very tight and busy schedules. We first met you in Nov 
2010 and you keep on following us up and we finally bought in Nov 2013 that is 3 years relationship 
in the making!! Thank you for never giving up on us. 

Best wishes for 2014 and may God bless you always 
Ben and Melanie

Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone from Sinyal Bagus XL, Nyambung Teruuusss...! 

From: Gavin Rubinstein <grubinstein@rwdb.com>

Date: Wed, 8 Jan 2014 01:34:15 +0000 

To: Gavin Rubinstein<grubinstein@rwdb.com>

Subject: Video Update - Happy New Year from Gavin Rubinstein 

Happy New Year! Wishing you all the best for the year ahead. 

If you have a spare 2 minutes, click on the following link to see a quick market wrap up video 
for 2013: http://imagetrack.com.au/pv/view.php?sc=77f0f74291&v=/v/77f0f74291 

I look forward to assisting you with your property needs in 2014. 

Best regards, 

Gavin  

 



From: Deborah Frank  
Sent: Thursday, 17 January 2013 5:56 PM 
To: Jerome Srot 
Subject: Re: Testimonial for Gavin Rubinstein

 

 

Hi Jerome

It is an absolute pleasure to write about Gavin. Here goes!

I have dealt with Gavin for several years and he has sold two properties for me and helped me
purchase one. Each transaction has been handled with total professionalism. As well, he has always
been supportive, kind and charming! He is calm, knowledgeable and trustworthy qualities I want
and need for property transactions.

He is reliable and totally competent. He always made himself available to me and no matter how
many times I needed some information or just some comforting advice he was always there.

He is the only person I would choose to handle any further property transactions and cannot
recommend him highly enough.

I am so proud of his achievements and wish him success and good fortune always.

Fondly,

Deborah Frank



From: Fraser Short
Sent:Wednesday, 13 June 2012 3:08 PM
To: Gavin Rubinstein
Subject: RE: testimonial 37 Bundarra Rd

To whom it may concern,

I recently purchased a property that Gavin Rubinstein was the agent on.

The campaign ran for a period of about 4 weeks and there were a number of issues to consider in
making the purchase.
Throughout the process I found Gavin to be extremely helpful and insightful on the area and the
market in general.
His service to his client was sharp and his responses to me where prompt and transparent always
returning calls, rescheduling his diary and generally accommodating both my wife and my needs to
make the transaction.

At auction time he was attentive and read the crowd and there was a very smooth settlement.

I would recommend him highly as someone with common sense, an ability to listen and deliver (and
on an aside has an impeccable taste in suits!)

Sincerely,

Fraser Short
37 Bundarra Road, Bellevue Hill




